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Abstract
Assumptions about obesity—e.g., its connection to ill health, its causes, etc.—are
still prevalent today, and they make up what I call the medical model of fatness. In
this paper, I argue that the medical model was established on the basis of insufficient
evidence and has nevertheless continued to be relied upon to justify methodological
choices that further entrench the assumptions of the medical model. These choices
are illegitimate in so far as they conflict with both the epistemic and social aims of
obesity research. I conclude the paper with a partial solution to these epistemic and
social shortcomings.

Keywords Obesity research · Values in science · Aims of science · Medical model ·
Public health ethics · Participatory research

1 Introduction

One morning in June of 1998, twenty-nine million Americans with average figures
woke up “overweight.” This was not a coincidence or a freak accident. It was not
due to a nationwide eating contest or protest against exercise. Rather, it was a policy
decision by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) to lower the maximum limit for
“normal” weight on the Body Mass Index (BMI) scale from 27.8 for men and 27.3 for
women to 25 for both men and women (Saguy, 2012). These people woke up one day
“with a presumed increased risk of type 2 diabetes, hypertension, and atherosclerosis
and a government prescription for weight loss” despite the fact that none of them had
gained any weight (Bacon, 2010, p. 152).

The NIH’s decision relied on a 1995 World Health Organization (WHO) report
(Bacon, 2010; Saguy, 2012; Oliver, 2006). The WHO report was written with the help
of the International Obesity Task Force (IOTF), an organization whose first mission
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was to get the lower BMI standards imposed (Oliver, 2006), a mission that was not
scientifically motivated by any new discoveries in obesity (Squires, 1998). The change
was controversial. Some scientists fought the lowering of BMI standards because the
science was inconclusive about what weight ranges should be considered healthy—-
some studies found no relationship between being overweight and an increased risk
of mortality while others did, and some studies even found an inverse relationship
(Troiano et al., 1996). That is, studies in the WHO report suggested that BMI stan-
dards should be raised, not lowered (Troiano et al., 1996; Saguy, 2012; Oliver, 2006,
Bacon, 2010). Other scientists, however, were motivated by the studies that found
evidence for viewing being overweight as a risk factor for mortality. IOTF members
leading the charge had the most to gain from lowering the BMI thresholds, given that
“seven of the nine members on the... [IOTF] were directors of weight-loss clinics,
and most had multiple financial relationships with private industry” (Bacon, 2010,
p. 152).1 Indeed, the IOTF was at the time primarily funded by two weight-loss com-
panies: Hoffman-La Roche (the maker of the weight-loss drug Xenical) and Abbott
Laboratories (the maker of the weight-loss drug Meridia) (Oliver, 2006).

This policy change coincidentally occurred around the same time as the “Phen-Fen”
controversy, which resulted in one of the most costly healthcare liability settlements
in history. These diet pills were found to be linked to serious, life-threatening side
effects like heart valve disease and primary pulmonary hypertension. The FDA had
approved these diet pills despite recognized medical risks on the basis of the argument
that obesity is a rapidly growing, serious health concern, and the risks of obesity are
greater than the risks of the drugs. Obesity experts, pharmacists and family doctors
went alongwith this argument (Johannes, 1997;Kolata, 1997; Langreth, 1997;Mundy,
2001; Pollack, 2012). A similar argument has also been used to encourage some
patients to undergo gastric bypass surgery (i.e., the risks of obesity outweigh the risks
of the surgery). Thoughperioperativemortality rates have dramatically decreased since
the early 2000s (e.g., see Flum et al., 2005), there is still risk of mortality and short-
and long-term adverse outcomes with gastric bypass surgery (Arterburn et al., 2020;
le Roux & Heneghan, 2018). The message in both cases appears to be that anything
is better than being obese (Shermer, 1983).

In this paper, I argue that these types of decisions—decisions that relied on the
illegitimate use of values in science and science policy—played an essential role in
establishing what I call the medical model of “obesity.” Despite problematic origins,
the medical model has continued to play a role in obesity research in a self-vindicating
way that conflicts with both the epistemic and social aims of research. The story of
how BMI thresholds were lowered, for instance, demonstrates how non-epistemic val-
ues have illegitimately shaped the way we have come to understand obesity, and the
assumptions of the medical model have preserved this illegitimately crafted concept

1 For example, Xavier Pi-Sunyer was elected chair of the NIH task force on obesity in 1995 while simul-
taneously serving as a member on the WHO panel. During this time, Pi-Sunyer also served on the advisory
board or was a paid consultant to several diet and pharmaceutical industries like Wyeth-Ayerst labs (the
creators of the notoriously dangerous diet drug Fen-Phen that ended up causing heart valve damage), Knoll,
Eli Lilly Pharmaceuticals, Genetechn, Hoffman-La Roche, Neurogen, and Weight Watchers International
(Oliver, 2006).
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of obesity. Researchers and policymakers made a deliberate choice to lower the “nor-
mal” weight threshold despite conflicting evidence thereby raising the bar for what
society deems a “healthy body.” However, given the ways in which people in larger
bodies are already discriminated against (e.g., in job opportunities and health care
services)2 and endure emotional and physical degeneration as a result of this discrim-
ination (Tomiyama et al., 2014, 2018; Spahlholz et al., 2016, Vadiveloo & Mattei,
2017; Vartanian, 2008), this controversial decision was not in people’s best interest,
contrary to what most people may think. In other words, the social aim of obesity
research—i.e., to improve the health and well-being of people in larger bodies3—is
not being fulfilled. After exploring how such illegitimate values have shaped obesity
research and policy, I argue that to make progress toward achieving this social aim,
obesity researchers should take seriously and incorporate the testimonies of people
in larger bodies via participatory research. In other words, the problem with obesity
research is not that values have influenced the research at all, but rather that the wrong
kinds of values—values that do not further the social or epistemic aims of obesity
research—have done so by means of the medical model.

The medical model is made up of three main dogmatic assumptions that defend
the standard way of conceiving bodies and more specifically, obesity (Gordon, 2020;
Harrop, 2019; Saguy, 2012; Gard &Wright, 2005). These three dogmas are: (1) Other
things being equal and above a certain threshold, the more one weighs, the unhealth-
ier one is (or vice versa)4; (2) An “overweight” or “obese” body is to some degree
inherently unhealthy; and (3) People who are “overweight” or “obese” are so because
they do not eat properly and/or do not exercise enough. This is not an exhaustive list
of assumptions, but any account of obesity that upholds at least one of these dogmas
would qualify as a medical model under my view.

This paper has two major aims. First, I identify epistemic issues besetting the
medical model of fatness, which affect both how it was established (Sect. 2) and how
it maintains itself in the face of recalcitrant evidence (Sect. 3). Furthermore, given
that obesity research is intended to improve the health of people in larger bodies,
the medical model functions in a way that conflicts with this social aim. Thus, my

2 See, for example, Bellizzi and Hasty (1998), Giel et al. (2010), Vanhove and Gordon (2014), Tirosh
(2012) and Roehling (2006) on ways in which people in larger bodies are discriminated against on the job
market or in the workplace. See Sabin et al. (2012), Schwartz et al. (2003) on the prevalence in which
doctors and obesity experts employ both implicit and explicit anti-fat biases.
3 Though the terms “overweight” and “obese,” are often used to describe people in larger bodies, fat
activists consider it a slur (Chastain, 2020). For that reason, I will often use the phrase “people in larger
bodies.” However, when explaining beliefs, assumptions, or ideas made by obesity researchers (including
my characterization of the medical model), I will use the language that researchers use for clarity and
accuracy (in scare quotes). The distinction, for example, between “overweight” and “obese” matter for
accurately reporting obesity research. I will also refer to the “condition” as “obesity” and refer to the
relevant kinds of research as “obesity research.”.

It should be noted that fat activists are reclaiming the word fat, which is taken to be a political identity,
to contest shame, express power, and expose the limitations of the medicalized language (Cooper, 2016).
Should obesity researchers incorporate the perspectives and testimonies of fat activists in their research (as
I recommend in Sect. 4), there may be hope for abandoning the medical model, and with it the stigmatizing
language it employs.
4 I do not think medical professionals consider people who are “underweight” to be healthier than those
who are “normal weight” or heavier. This is why I add the quantifier “above a certain threshold.”.
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second aim in this paper is to propose a partial solution to the epistemic and social
shortcomings of obesity research (Sect. 4).

2 Fulfilling the aims of obesity research

Philosophers of science have argued that the scientificmethods used in research should
be chosen with regard to the aims of research (e.g., Intemann, 2015; Brown, 2020;
Potochnik, 2015). This is in part because methods may sometimes “carry value com-
mitments” (Crasnow, 2020). In the context of obesity research, I argue that themedical
model has been relied upon to justify certain methodological choices that have in turn
prevented researchers from achieving their purported epistemic and social aims. As I
show, the medical model carries problematic value commitments regarding obesity.

The aims of research can sometimes be made apparent by the language researchers
use. Certain scientific hypotheses and goals are value-laden in themselves because
they contain normative concepts (Intemann, 2015). In the context of climate change,
hypotheses and research questions may contain words—like “dangerous,” “vulner-
abilities,” “losses”—that we take to be important in that they bear on human (and
environmental) flourishing (Ibid., 223). In the context of obesity research, words such
as “health,” “harmful,” “unhealthy,” “deadly,” “disease” are pervasive and obesity
researchers use them to motivate their projects—projects that often assume obesity to
be a serious and life-threatening disease. This languagemakes it particularly difficult to
separate the strictly epistemic aims of obesity research from the strictly non-epistemic
aims.5 But even if research questions or hypotheses do not contain normative con-
cepts, how a phenomenon is measured or conceived depends on why we want the
information, which will often require appealing to social and ethical value judgments
(Intemann, 2015).

One could say that the general aim of obesity research is something like: using
science-based research to understand the nature of obesity in order to promote health
and well-being. If we break this statement into parts, we can see that one specific
goal of obesity research is to generate accurate beliefs about the biological processes
happening in the body, specifically as it relates to the accumulation of adipose tissue
(i.e., an epistemic aim). However, this goal matters as much as it does because we
need this information in order to carry out another goal—giving appropriate advice
to people who are “overweight” or are susceptible to becoming “overweight” (i.e., a
non-epistemic aim). In other words, researchers care about generating accurate beliefs
about obesity to help those who are most affected (i.e., the stakeholders).

Given that obesity research has clear social, political, and economic implications for
many people in our society, it is understandable that we should “want our public policy

5 As Alexandrova (2017) argues, concepts like “health” and “well-being” are partly normative and partly
factual in that their definitions and measurements depend on moral claims about what is required to be
healthy or have adequate levels of well-being. Thus, many claims found in obesity research (and the
medical model dogmas) may be considered what Alexandrova calls “mixed claims” in that these statements
are essentially “scientific hypotheses that rely on both factual and normative categories” (Ibid.,79). Even
the terms “obesity” and “overweight” are in themselves value-laden. Measurements may not be value-
laden on their own and without reference to some kind of ranking or classification system, but when such
measurements are used to categorize bodies as diseased, non-epistemic values are involved.
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making to be democratically legitimate, accountable to the public, and representative
of the range of our values” (Brown, 2020, p. 73). This requires that researchers pri-
oritize values such as social justice, diversity, inclusion, and equality in their research
that informs public policy. Furthermore, since certain groups of people are dispropor-
tionately and systemically affected by obesity research and its recommendations for
public policy (e.g., people in larger bodies, people of color, impoverished communi-
ties),6 obesity research needs to place more emphasis on the interests and participation
of these stakeholders who are most affected and particularly, those who are most vul-
nerable (Brown, 2020; Intemann, 2015). In addition, ensuring that a broad range of
criticism is carefully considered will help to ensure that any scientific consensus arises
not as a result of economic or political power nor through the exclusion of other per-
spectives but rather, as “a result of critical dialogue in which all relevant perspectives
are represented” (Longino, 2002, p. 131). This means that we ought to incorporate
not only the views of people who are most impacted by this research (e.g., people in
larger bodies), but also people who also have strong criticisms against the research
(e.g., fat activists and fat justice scholars).

The problem with obesity research is not that values are present but rather, that
these values are often “uncritically accepted without justification by a rather mono-
lithic group of those practicing science” (Intemann, 2017, p. 131; see also Longino,
1990, 2002). Researchers may not question their research goals, the ways they col-
lect data, or the models that they use because they may have, for instance, grown
accustomed to following a precedent and been unknowingly influenced by what the
scientific community takes to be valuable about what they are studying.7 Obesity
research has focused on the ways in which obesity is correlated with poor health out-
comes and the most effective interventions because of the heightened concerns that
have been brought about by research that presumably established the medical model.
Decisions about what statistical methods to use, what to take as data, how to collect
and interpret the data, which confounding factors to account for, etc. do not simply
rely on epistemic (or cognitive) values like logical consistency, simplicity, testability,
and predictive accuracy, but also on non-epistemic (or noncognitive) values, including
researchers’ goals, interests, and responsibilities, as well as broader cultural norms.
In this way, research can fail to promote even its epistemic aims by failing to explore
other worthwhile research questions, recognize broader ranges of evidence, and adopt
other conceptual schemes.

Incorporating values like justice, diversity, and inclusion has the potential to
improve both the social and epistemic aims of obesity research. Implementing non-
epistemic values such as these elevates the interests and perspectives of stakeholders
and what they take to be valuable about the research, which has the potential to make

6 See, for example, Puhl andHeurer (2010) andDinour et al. (2007) for discussions onhow these populations
are disproportionately affected by obesity research.
7 For example, if a conservation biologist is gathering data to determine if a species is endangered, then
she may interpret the count in a way that would justify imposing regulations on hunting or development
(Intemann, 2015). The biologist’s value judgements are not used to determine how many species exist, but
they may be used to determine the conceptual scheme that will be used to interpret the data. For instance,
decisions about what to count as members of a species and what total number of a species is considered
troubling will depend on the conceptual scheme employed.
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the researchmost epistemically fruitful (Anderson, 2004).When incorporating diverse
perspectives and perspectives of stakeholders, the norms of inquiry and what is taken
to be valuable are not only questioned, but questioned by the people who have the
most to lose (Brown, 2020).

3 Definitions, categories, and choices that established themedical
model

In this section, I argue that the medical model was established on the basis of insuf-
ficient evidence. I will show how each dogma was established by an unforced choice
and how values illegitimately shaped that choice. I am not criticizing the way the
evidence bears on certain hypotheses. Rather, I am calling attention to the ways that
values and assumptions have played a role in promoting an overly narrow and patholo-
gized perspective of fatness in face of conflicting evidence and in ways that impede the
social aims of obesity research.8 In Sect. 3, I will demonstrate ways in which obesity
researchers have relied on these assumptions in their research thereby affecting their
methodological choices.

3.1 Dogma 1: Themore a person weighs, the unhealthier they are (beyond
a certain threshold)

In order for the first dogma of the medical model to be established, or for there to
be a neutral and quantifiable way to determine who should be considered unhealthy,
an agreed upon unit of measurement for body weight/size was required. Before the
controversy of determining what BMI ranges should be considered “overweight” or
“obese,” therewas (and still is) controversy surrounding the decision to rely on theBMI
at all. Part of the controversy stems from the fact that the calculation for BMI—devel-
oped by a Belgian astronomer, Adolphe Quetelet—was designed merely to classify
the population for the purpose of a statistical experiment (Oliver, 2005).

The Quetelet index calculations were later used by health insurance companies to
determine which insured populations had the most desirable or least desirable ratios
of weight and height in respect to their mortality rates (Nuttall, 2015), despite the
fact that Quetelet did not use BMI to make predictions about an individual’s level of
disease, health, or likelihood of mortality (Oliver, 2005). Like Quetelet’s sample—i.e.,
an exclusively white, European group—the data used by health insurance companies
on mortality risk and BMI were based almost exclusively on wealthy white men. As a
result of these historical methodological choices, BMI fails to account for variations

8 In this paper, I am criticizing the choice of model that provides the background assumptions against
which we interpret evidence, which is different from criticizing whether or not the evidence—given the
assumption of one or another model—supports a hypothesis. In this section, I provide some historical and
educational background on why the medical community adopted the medical model of fatness and the ways
values illegitimately influenced this decision, particularly given the social aims of obesity research. I thank
an anonymous reviewer for urging me to clarify this point, and I thank Paul Franco and Rose Nozick for
helping me formulate it.
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in race/ethnicity, age, gender. It also fails to account for variations in body composi-
tion—i.e., proportions of fat, muscle, and bone mass (Campos, 2004; Gard &Wright,
2005). For example, many professional athletes—despite their low body fat and/or
high levels of cardiorespiratory fitness—are considered “overweight” and even “obe-
se” by BMI standards because of the amount of muscle they have on their bodies.
BMI calculations also distort the fat assessment of women, given that women are sta-
tistically shorter and have higher levels of adipose tissue than men (Gard & Wright,
2005).

BMI is not just a poor measure of body fat; it is also a poor measure of health
(Tomiyama et al., 2016).Nevertheless, BMI is being used as a “risk-prediction tool” for
health (Glassman, 2022). If people are considered “obese” or even “overweight” on the
BMI scale, it is assumed that they are less healthy and at an increased risk of developing
certain illnesses or diseases. However, research on the increased susceptibility of
people in larger bodies to disease and mortality is inconclusive (Bacon 2010, Lavie,
2014). BMI is also an inaccurate tool for measuring the health of a diverse group
of individuals. For example, while black women in general have higher BMIs than
white women, they actually have lower mortality rates at a given BMI (Campos, 2004;
Strings, 2019). As age increases, the link between obesity and mortality diminishes
significantly and has even been said to be nonexistent in some studies (Bender et al.,
1999; Heiat et al., 2001). Additionally, data from a larger and more diverse sample
group have shown that people who fall in the “overweight” BMI category have the
lowest mortality risk and there is only a slightly increased risk of mortality among
“obese” people (Flegal et al., 2005).9 When making predictions about people’s health
based on their BMI, the predictions need to rely on the distribution curve for the
relevant demographic or run the risk of making poor predictions about the health of
certain social groups.10

Despite theseweaknesses, BMI continues to be usedwidely tomeasure body fat and
gauge the health of all individuals, and as a result, the legitimacy of BMI to accurately
measure body fat and health has been assumed in obesity research methodology and
in public health approaches to obesity. In the 1990s the World Health Organization
(WHO) decided to use BMI to categorize different body weights and heights into
groups such as “underweight,” “normalweight,” “overweight” (sometimes called “pre-
obese”), and “obese.” Other government health agencies, like the NIH and Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), also rely heavily on BMI as the primary
indicator of weight, health, and mortality risk of Americans.While some public health
agencies and researchers recognize that BMI does not accurately calculate body fat
or accurately predict health, it is still widely used for these purposes because it is
easy to calculate and quantifiable (Jutel, 2017). While being easy to calculate and

9 As I will discuss in Sect. 3, an inverse relationship between body fat and risk of death has been observed
across various illnesses and diseases—a phenomenon that has been called the “obesity paradox.” Though
obesity has been said to contribute to the development of certain diseases (e.g., cardiovascular disease), it
has been argued that obesity becomes protective against mortality once the disease sets in (e.g., see Lavie,
2014).
10 It may be the case that BMI could be appropriately used to confirm a doctor’s suspicions that a patient is
“underweight,” however, given the very small percentage of Americans who are considered underweight,
this method of measurement should not be the norm. Additionally, as noted previously, dogma 1 does not
extend to this category of persons.
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quantifiable could count as legitimate reasons to choose one method of measurement
over another, following the aims approach, the method for measuring adiposity should
still satisfy our other aims—i.e., generating accurate beliefs about health or at the very
least, accurately measuring body fat—which BMI does not do.

3.2 Dogma 2: An overweight body is unhealthy

The second dogma of the medical model demarcates bodies that are “unhealthy” or
“diseased” from those that are presumably “healthy.” Though obesity has been treated
as a medical condition and, more specifically, a disease, at various times in history,
the justifications for doing so have been inconsistent and socially laden (Rasmussen,
2019). The current obesity epidemic was arguably triggered by the work of William
Dietz and Ali Mokdad in the late nineties (Oliver, 2006). In 1999, Dietz along with
other scientists, including Mokdad, presented obesity rates in the U.S. in a way that
made obesity look more like a rapidly spreading transmittable disease than merely
a form of human variation with increasing prevalence (Mokdad et al., 1999). They
illustrated the growing rate of obesity with a series of color-coded maps on a Power-
Point slideshow—light blue represented the lowest obesity rates (less than 10%), dark
blue represented increasing obesity rates (between 10 and 20%), and the states turned
red when the obesity rate exceeded 20%. The maps showed the growth of obesity as
the dates progressed from 1985 to 1999. The presentation of the data was alarming
because the maps appeared to illustrate something akin to a spreading infection: “As
the redness moved from one state to others nearby, it seemed to demonstrate that
obesity was infecting the population with virus-like speed” (Oliver, 2006, 614). The
authors believed their map was an effective rhetorical tactic for convincing others that
obesity was a national threat, and they were right.

Mokdad et al. (1999) has been cited over three thousand times, including bySurgeon
General Dr. David Satcher in “The Surgeon General’s Call To Action To Prevent and
Decrease Overweight and Obesity” in which he referred to obesity as an epidemic
(Office of the Surgeon General, 2001). After Mokdad et al. (1999) presented their
work in various venues and made their maps publicly available on the CDC website,
this framework for viewing obesity spread like wildfire despite the misleading nature
of the maps (Oliver, 2005).11 Dietz and Mokdad made the conscious choice to display
obesity in a way that would attract attention by taking advantage of moderate pre-
existing fears surrounding obesity (Oliver, 2006). The national conversation shifted

11 We all know that obesity is not a transmittable disease, however, these maps were misleading due to the
way the data was presented, making it look like obesity was a spreading infection that was migrating from
state to state. What the maps actually showed was the percentage of people in each state with a BMI over
30. The real reason states like Mississippi, Alabama, and West Virginia were some of the first states to turn
red was because they are located in largely rural and poor parts of the country, not because an outbreak
occurred there. This data is also misleading given that states that are geographically large but have smaller
populations (e.g., North Dakota) are being viewed as equivalent to those that may appear geographically
small but have larger populations (e.g., Pennsylvania). As a result, for a state like North Dakota to turn red
only 228,600 people need to have a BMI over 30, whereas Pennsylvania would need a whopping 3,840,000
people. However, by just looking at the map, when states like North Dakota turn red, it makes it appear
as though a large proportion of the U.S. population is obese given that a larger proportion of the map has
turned red, but this isn’t the correct way to interpret the map.
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from whether obesity is linked to health issues to what should be done about its
increasing incidence.

Although the idea of an “obesity epidemic” started in the 1990s, it wasn’t until
June 2013, that the AmericanMedical Association (AMA) passed Resolution 420 and
declared obesity a disease. Shortly thereafter, several other organizations followed suit.
While the AMA’s decision did not have any legal authority, having the nation’s largest
physician group make this decision certainly portrayed obesity in an alarming way.
This decision, however, was made despite the objections raised by the AMA’s expert
committee, the Council on Science and Public Health (Greenhalgh, 2015; Pollack,
2013).

The expert committee argued that obesity should not be considered a disease for
several reasons. First, as already discussed, the BMI calculation for determining obe-
sity is overly simplistic and fails to reliably predict a person’s level of health due to
its failure to account for variations in body composition, gender, and race/ethnicity
among individuals. Second, obesity does not easily fit the definition of disease: when
a condition is called a disease it typically means the body’s normal functioning has
gone wrong, but accumulating fat is the body’s normal response to a set of circum-
stances (e.g., stress, famine) (Brown, 2015). Third, there are no specific symptoms
(e.g., sleep apnea, immobility, metabolic abnormalities) that are always, or even usu-
ally, associated with obesity (Brown, 2015; Greenhalgh, 2015).12 There are people in
larger bodies who are metabolically healthy and have no mobility or joint issues and
there are people of normal weight who suffer from metabolic abnormalities. Obesity
itself has no “characteristic symptoms”—the accumulation of adipose tissue is the
definition of obesity, not a symptom of obesity (AMA, Council of Scientific Affairs
Report, 2012).13

Moreover, they recognized that viewing obesity as a disease would suggest that all
people in larger bodies are unhealthy to some extent. The expert committee worried
that defining one-third of Americans as diseased could lead to more reliance on costly
drugs and surgery (Pollack, 2013). In sum, the committee felt that recognizing obesity
as a disease would not improve health outcomes—which, as previously discussed, is
a central aim of obesity research (Brown, 2015; Greenhalgh, 2015).

Nevertheless, the AMAdecided to call obesity a disease. Surprisingly, they claimed
to have made this decision due to an “overabundance of clinical evidence” (AMA
House of Delegates 2013, p. 1). Yet their own expert panel was not convinced. Clearly
the available evidence was less than persuasive.

The AMA’s ultimate decision relied on reasons such as: obesity contributes to other
illnesses that impair bodily function; obesity is associated with symptoms such as joint
pain, sleep apnea, immobility, and low self-esteem; and weight-loss from lifestyle,

12 A report by the expert committee explains how there is no one definition of disease that encompasses
all diseases accepted as such, and thus, no symptoms are dead giveaways for classifying something as a
disease. A community’s decision on calling something a disease has been “heavily influenced by contexts
of time, place, and culture as much as scientific understanding of disease processes” (AMA, Council of
Scientific Affairs Report, 2012, p. 4).
13 This conceptionof obesity has changed in recent years, as organizations like theWorldObesityFederation
andTheObesity Society havemoved to define obesity as a disease, not as aBMI range or as the accumulation
of adipose tissue. The physiological conception of obesity has become more nuanced in the past decade as
a more sophisticated understanding of adipose tissue has developed (Cypess, 2022).
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medical therapies, and bariatric surgery could reduce mortality and improve health
(AMA House of Delegates, 2013).14 However, their list of symptoms that accompany
the accumulation of body fat is seriously problematic. Consider, in particular, the
symptoms of immobility and low self-esteem.A large percentage of “obese” people are
mobile and have an active lifestyle. The CDC reports that 40% of the U.S. population
is “obese” (CDC, 2022), but only 11% of the population, for various reasons—not
only due to obesity—is immobile (CDC, 2023).15 Additionally, a person may not
be simply limited by their body but also by their environment—for example, small
seats/desks or narrow aisles on public transportation may severely limit a person’s
options for movement and may deter people from trying to move.16 Building on this
point, the symptom of low self-esteem is also problematic in that it is clearly not a
biological effect of obesity but rather, a social effect of living in an environment that
is not welcoming of people in larger bodies and therefore, should not serve as a reason
to pathologize obesity.17

The story of how the AMA decided to classify obesity as a disease clearly echoes
discussions in philosophy of medicine regarding how we should define concepts like
disease and health (e.g., see Boorse, 1975; Aronowitz, 2001). Other scholars have
used the case of obesity to motivate general discussions in philosophy of science such
as: the complexities of calling certain bodily conditions, such as obesity, a disease
(e.g., Ershefsky, 2009; Reznek, 1987); the sociological issues around disease classi-
fication (Jutel, 2017); the best models for epidemiological explanation (Broadbent,
2009); and how helpful causal inferences are in helping us make predictions about the
effectiveness of disease interventions (Fuller et al., 2015). For my purposes, the story
is simply an example of how values illegitimately influenced decisions that led to the

14 I will discuss later the controversy surrounding the AMA’s claim that weight-loss from lifestyle, medical
therapies, and bariatric surgery could reducemortality and improve health. I will also discuss a phenomenon
called the obesity paradox, which also calls into question the AMA’s claim that obesity impairs bodily
function.
15 This isn’t to say that there is no association betweenweight andmobility but rather, there aremany people
in larger bodies who are mobile and even active. The category “obese” consists of a wide range of body
sizes and shapes. Many professional football players and basketball players, for instance, are considered
“obese” and yet, they have incredible fitness capacities and are unquestionably mobile (Lavie, 2014). Thus,
given the number of people in larger bodies who are mobile and/or active, it doesn’t seem fitting to say that
immobility is a symptom of obesity.
16 Similar arguments have been made by disability scholars to say that it is not the body itself that is
disabling but rather, the environment we live in—that is, such arguments support a social model of disability
(as opposed to a medical model of disability) (see, e.g., Oliver, 1996).
17 I should note that as the medical understanding of obesity has become more nuanced, so too have
arguments that obesity is a disease. For example, Kilov and Kilov (2019) argue that obesity meets the
criteria for disease from both a naturalistic and constructivist conception of obesity. However, these authors
make similar conceptualmistakes as theAMAin somecases. They too treat stigma as a harmof obesity rather
than that of fatphobia. They also make the unlikely assumption that calling obesity a disease will improve
patient outcomes. Given the prevalence of anti-fat beliefs among health care providers (Sabin et al., 2012;
Schwartz et al., 2003), simply calling obesity a diseasewill not change the assumptions health care providers
make about patients in larger bodies. I thank an anonymous reviewer for pushing me to mention how the
medical understanding of obesity has become more nuanced since the AMA ruling. I would argue that the
way current recommendations of healthcare providers and public health organizations are still relying on
certain medical model assumptions (see Sect. 5) demonstrates that these nuanced understandings of obesity
are not widely held and/or they are not as nuanced as they should be.
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development of the medical model—a model that has been used in ways that further
entrench the assumptions therein and does not promote democratically endorsed aims.

3.3 Dogma 3: People are overweight because they do not eat and/or exercise
appropriately

The third dogma focuses on the assumption that individuals can manage their weight
through eating and exercise. Because of it, individuals are often blamed (or praised)
for their body size. The stigmatization of people in larger bodies has endured despite
the AMA expert committee’s conjecture that calling obesity a disease would reduce
weight stigma (Pollack, 2013). They thought that defining obesity as a disease might
encourage people to view obesity as something that people do not have full control
over. However, our society’s fixation on how to stop the obesity epidemic sustained the
belief that obesity is curable and preventable. The expert committee’s consideration of
how categorizing obesity as a disease could reduce weight stigma—an aim that would
be democratically endorsed in that it would be informed by the non-epistemic values
of the stakeholders—was laudable, but they failed to foresee how society’s desperate
attempts to treat the disease would further harm the stakeholders. In fact, the AMA’s
decision to call obesity a disease was motivated by the medical community’s desire to
“advance obesity treatment and prevention,” as stated in Resolution 420 (AMAHouse
of Delegates 2013, p. 2; see also Brown, 2015 and Mundy, 2001).

Dogma 3 reflects a common belief about obesity—that it is caused by poor eating
choices and inactivity. Consequently, public health organizations have been promoting
healthy eating and exercise in an effort to reduce the prevalence of obesity. Put differ-
ently, it is a common misconception that obesity is personal responsibility (Reiheld,
2015)—if you are unable to achieve “normal weight,” you are simply doing something
wrong or are not doing enough. In other words, underlying the assumption that obesity
is a personal responsibility is the belief that intentional and long-term weight-loss is
achievable. This story is further motivated by obesity experts and healthcare providers
who call attention to the NationalWeight Control Registry (NWCR) as proof that peo-
ple can successfully lose weight and maintain their weight-loss. Though it is true that
some people succeed at permanently losing weight, portraying them as role models
gives people a false sense of optimism about their own potential for weight-loss and
deludes others (i.e., healthcare professionals) into believing that weight loss is a real-
istic goal, thus perpetuating the stigmatization of people in larger bodies (Ikeda et al.,
2005). So, not only is it assumed that weight-loss is achievable but also that people
who achieve weight-loss are “typical” and those who don’t achieve weight-loss are
atypical (Ibid.).

This assumption is allegedly defended by the long history of research suggesting
that if people simply eat and/or exercise in a particular way that they will lose weight
and become healthier. However, many of these studies are biased because they exclude
participants who do not attend the follow-up appointments (two to five years after the
diet ends) for unknown reasons. Such participants may not have attended these follow-
up appointments because they had gained back the weight (Mann et al., 2007). If so,
excluding themmakes the diets appearmore effective than they actuallywere. Plenty of
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evidence shows that most people who are able to intentionally lose weight through diet
and exercise are unable to keep the weight off long-term (e.g., see Mann et al., 2007;
Howard et al., 2006; Garner&Wooley, 1991; Kassierer&Angell, 1998). Additionally,
weight-loss drugs like Redux, for example, only produce about a 3% weight-loss
compared to taking a placebo, but one of the selling points from the pharmaceutical
company was that “even a small weight loss was better than none” (Mundy, 2001,
p. 65). Bariatric surgery is another option for people that may result in weight-loss
and improvements in metabolic health. However, this kind of elective surgery comes
with some serious risks, may result in short- and long-term complications (Heymsfield
&Wadden, 2017), and even then, for some procedures, 30%of patients do notmaintain
their weight loss (Berg, 1999; Bacon & Aphramor, 2011).

So, what accounts for the persistence of the view that diet and exercise can reverse
weight gain (Vartanian, 2010)? Maintaining that view certainly benefits the pharma-
ceutical, self-help, weight-loss, and diet industries (Jutel, 2017; Mundy, 2001). Many
obesity researchers are on the payrolls of pharmaceutical and weight-loss companies
(Brown, 2015; Fauber & Gabler, 2012; Oliver, 2006). Additionally, prominent obesity
researchers have diet books and programs to sell and thus benefit from obesity being
perceived as something that is curable (Brown, 2015). In addition to profit motives,
though, physicians may believe that without dogma 3, people will stop caring about
their health and start rapidly gaining weight. In this sense, dogma 3 serves to put the
brakes on people’s behavior. Fat activist Lynn McAfee discloses in an interview a
conversation she had with her doctor where she asked why the failure rates of diets
aren’t communicated to the public. Her doctor’s response was that “no one wanted
to discourage people from dieting” (Shanewood, 1999). But if dieting doesn’t work,
why recommend it?

In sum, the decisions that established these three dogmas were illegitimately made
in that they were based on insufficient evidence and for reasons that are clearly not
in the stakeholders’ best interests—that is, these decisions were neither epistemically
or socially justified. BMI is still heavily relied upon, because it is easy to measure
and quantifiable, despite the fact that it is a poor measure of body fat and health. The
decision to call obesity a disease was made despite the expert committee’s recommen-
dation against doing so on the grounds that there was insufficient evidence for thinking
it would improve health outcomes. And losingweight is still widely viewed as a typical
effect of changing one’s diet and exercise regimen despite conflicting evidence and
the stigmatizing effects it has on the stakeholders.

4 The dominant conception of obesity and its influence on research

I will now offer two examples illustrating how the medical model has functioned to
preserve and further entrench itself. These examples demonstrate how the medical
model influences how future evidence is collected and interpreted. As a result, obesity
research is failing to achieve its epistemic aim of generating accurate knowledge about
obesity.
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4.1 Example 1: Mokdad et al. (2004)

In Mokdad et al. (2004), researchers examined the causes of death that are attributed
to a “number of largely preventable behaviors and exposures”—one of which is “poor
diet and physical inactivity.” The authors determine that 400,000 deaths occur as a
result of this preventable behavior, and they describe these as deaths linked to obesity.
The article, however, uses all three assumptions outlined in themedicalmodel to justify
this decision. Dogma 1—the more people weigh, the unhealthier they are—supports
their conflation of those who have a poor diet and are physically inactive with people
who are obese, thereby automatically excluding unhealthy people of normal weight
(or underweight) when they should be included and including healthy people in larger
bodies when they should be excluded. Dogma 2—an overweight or obese body is to
some degree inherently unhealthy—supports their presumption that it is obesity itself
(as opposed to some other variable or a host of other variables) that caused the 400,000
deaths. And dogma 3—people who are overweight or obese are so because they don’t
eat properly or exercise enough—clearly justifies the authors’ assumption that obesity
is “due to,” or caused by, poor diet and inactivity. This is a gross oversimplification of
how obesity occurs (e.g., see Mann et al., 2007; Howard et al., 2006; Gardner et al.,
2007); causal questions regarding obesity and ill health are not so straightforward.

To make the inferences they made in their study, the authors conflated poor diet
and physical inactivity with obesity. They write: “To assess the impact of poor diet
and physical inactivity on mortality, we computed annual deaths due to overweight”
(Mokdad et al., 2004, pp. 1238–1239). The researchers chose to use weight as a proxy
for diet and physical activity in order to mimic the methodology used in Allison et al.
(1999), a study that was actually calculating the number of deaths attributed to obesity,
not poor diet and physical inactivity. An additional complication with using the same
procedure as Allison et al. (1999) is that the statistical method used was not adjusted
correctly for confounding factors (i.e., sex and age).

To determine the annual deaths attributable to obesity in a particular year, epidemi-
ologists need to determine the number of deaths in a given year, the prevalence of
obesity, and the relative risk of mortality associated with obesity (or RRO) (Flegal
et al., 2004a). Determining the estimated annual deaths attributable to obesity can be
challenging primarily because of the ambiguity of what value to assign to the RRO.
The relative risk of any disease can be calculated by comparing the risk of a health
event in one group versus another group. In the case of obesity, the relative risk is
determined by dividing the death risk of obese individuals by the death risk of non-
obese individuals. Typically, the value assigned to RRO lies somewhere between 1.0
and 2.0, and a difference of a few tenths could vastly alter the number of deaths said to
be attributed to obesity (Flegal et al., 2004b). An RRO of 1.0 means the risk of death
is equal between the two groups; an RRO greater than 1.0 shows an increased risk
of death for the exposed group (i.e., obese people); and an RRO less than 1.0 means
there is a decreased risk of death among the exposed group.
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Data can be manipulated in several ways to increase the RRO value thereby making
obesity appear more deadly. For example, this could happen through data trimming18

or, as was the case with Allison et al. (1999) and Mokdad et al. (2004), it can happen
when researchers do not correctly adjust their statistical methods to account for con-
founding factors, such as sex and age. It is estimated that 75% of all deaths among
adults occur between persons aged 65 years and older, and it is estimated that 37.5%
of all deaths among adults occur in persons aged 80 years and older, even though
they make up less than 5% of the population (Flegal et al., 2004a, 2004b). Given that
most deaths among adults occur in older individuals and the considerable evidence
suggesting that obesity does not adversely affect mortality among older persons (e.g.,
see Waaler, 1984; Bender et al., 1999; Heiat et al., 2001), calculating the mortality
risk attributed to obesity must take into account the RRO for subgroups within the
population (i.e., age subgroups but also sex subgroups) or else risk overestimating the
number of deaths attributed to obesity. Allison et al. (1999) only “partially adjusted”
for confounding by using an overall relative risk that was adjusted for subgroup mem-
bership rather than different relative risks within sex and age subgroups, which led
to a 17% overestimation of deaths due to obesity (Flegal et al., 2004a). Employing
Allison et al.’s (1999) methods in their study explains in part the “striking finding”
that approximately 400,000 deaths “occur annually due to poor diet and physical
inactivity” (Mokdad et al., 2004, p. 1242, emphasis added).

Mistaking an association between poor diet and/or lack of exercise and obesity as
a causal relationship has also led researchers to overlook other potential causes of
mortality.19 For example, as Mokdad et al. (2004, p. 1243) note, “In this study we also
did not examine the effects of high blood pressure and cholesterol or lipid profile on
mortality, although some of the effects of these factors are mediated through poor diet
and physical inactivity.” They overestimated the excess mortality rates of people with
poor diet and physical inactivity by not taking into account the possibility that it was the
high blood pressure or high cholesterol (and not obesity itself) that contributed to their
estimates onmortality. Choices like this are common and inflate the estimated numbers
of deaths thought to be attributable to obesity. Researchers are not typically called to
defend this methodological choice (because it seems straightforward according to
the medical model) nor are they expected to explain how this choice influences their
numbers.

18 Data trimming sometimes occurswhen researchers, usually out of good faith, attempt to isolate the effects
of obesity on mortality by excluding certain populations from their calculations. For example, researchers
often (1) exclude deaths that happen early on in the follow-up period (i.e., shortly after the enrollment
period) for the reason that these deaths were thought to be due to pre-existing illnesses, (2) control for the
effects of smoking by excluding current smokers and former smokers, (3) exclude participants with other
specific health conditions at baseline (e.g., participants with heart disease or cancer), and (4) exclude people
who are hospitalized or in nursing homes (i.e., a large proportion of the older population) (Flegal et al.,
2004a, 2004b).
19 I am not denying that there may be an association between poor diet and/or lack of exercise and obesity.
However, my point here is to say that the relationship is far more complicated than people typically think.
Assuming that people in larger bodies exhibit these kinds of behaviors is problematic given the stigmatization
and discrimination that follows.
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Other obesity researchers, such as Katherine Flegal, have argued that it is very
difficult to determine the number of deaths that are attributable to obesity alone.20

Flegal et al. (2004a) published their own numbers and found that Mokdad et al. (2004)
overestimated the number of excess deaths by nearly 300,000 and that there were no
excess deaths associated with overweight people (just obese people). Mokdad et al.
(2004) had to publish a correction the following year (Mokdad et al., 2005). Flegal et al.
(2004a) explain that this most likely happened because most scientists have attempted
to calculate this number by determining the “statistical excess of deaths among people
who are obese, relative to people who are nonobese, rather than on identifying obesity
as the specific cause of death for an individual” (1486). Calculating this number is
particularly difficult when we consider all the possible contributing factors of obesity,
ill health, and mortality, as I show in the second example.

Despite its strengths, Flegal et al.’s research (2004a) received an unusual amount
of criticism, and Flegal (2021) published an article which disclosed the kinds and
instances of harassment and disparaging comments she received in response to this
article. Many of her critics attempted to defend Mokdad et al.’s (2004) research in
spite of its shortcomings. Despite consistently flagging the strengths of their work
compared to others, explaining why their estimates for mortality were more accurate
than previously reported, and even after defending the results of their study in various
subsequent publications (e.g., Flegal et al., 2013), Flegal experienced years of unre-
lenting and unwarranted criticisms.21 The nature and magnitude of the attacks Flegal
received for her work convinced her that scientific research on a controversial topic
like obesity will not be evaluated on the quality of the research but instead on how
well it corroborates the dominant narrative:

At first, Iwas startled, but eventually I came to expect partisan attacksmasquerad-
ing as scientific concerns. I had expected some modest interest in our findings,
pursued through normal channels of scientific discussion. I had not expected an
aggressive campaign that included insults, errors, misinformation, behind-the-
scenes gossip and maneuvers, social media posts and even complaints to my
employer…It seemed that some felt that our work should be judged not on its
merits but rather on whether its findings supported the goals and objectives of
the interlocutors. I saw first-hand the antagonism that can be provoked by incon-
venient scientific findings…Development of public health policy and clinical
recommendations is complex and needs to be evidence-based rather than belief-
based. This can be challenging when a hot-button topic is involved. Scientific
findings should be evaluated on their merits, not on the basis of whether they fit
a desired narrative. (Flegal, 2021, p. 78, emphasis added)

Again, the question we should ask is what foundational assumptions are these criti-
cisms of Flegal’s work relying on? Since one of the controversial inferences derived

20 When calculating deaths that are “attributable” to obesity, the number does not refer to deaths that can
be said to have been caused by obesity alone. The statistical excess deaths attributed to obesity will include
cases in which “obesity itself may not be the only contributing factor to this statistical excess, but rather a
marker for other factors such as sedentary behavior or adverse body fat distribution” (Flegal et al., 2004a,
p. 1486, emphasis added).
21 See Flegal (2021) for a list of all published responses to her critics.
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from Flegal’s results is that being overweight is healthier than being “normal weight,”
it is likely that her critics endorse dogma 1 (i.e., that themore oneweighs, the unhealth-
ier they are). It may also be the case that well-meaning critics are assuming that obesity
is inherently bad (dogma 2) and therefore believe that any evidence that is not incrim-
inating could be “detrimental to public health goals” (Ibid., 76).

While the goal of improving public health is laudable, we must first ask whether
Flegal’s evidence is in fact detrimental to this goal and also whether it is detrimental
to the epistemic goals of obesity research. It is not clear why Flegal’s research—which
was reviewed extensively by scientists at the CDCandNCI aswell as journal reviewers
and editors, is still cited frequently, and has been confirmed by other research—should
be viewed as something that is detrimental to the epistemic aims of research. In fact,
the opposite is probably true. Rather, it is Flegal’s critics who want to “stomp out”
(Raeburn, 2007)22 any ideas that conflict with the dominant narrative that obstruct
the epistemic aims of research. Provided that Flegal’s research is beneficial to obesity
research—i.e., by challenging strongly held biased beliefs about the health statuses of
“overweight” and “normal weight” people—it is also very unlikely that her research
is detrimental to the social aim of improving public health.

4.2 Example 2: Ades and Savage (2010)

The “obesity paradox” is a concept that was coined by Luis Gruberg and colleagues
in 2002 to describe the circumstance in which, contrary to their hypothesis, thinner
patients’ risks of dyingwere roughly double that of overweight or obese patientswithin
a year after undergoing angioplasty (Lavie, 2014). Since then, the obesity paradox, or
the phenomenon suggesting that there is an inverse relationship between body fat and
risk of death, has been observed across various diseases (e.g., see Hainer & Aldhoon-
Hainerová, 2013; Lavie et al., 2003; Kalantar-Zadeh & Kopple, 2006). In the case
of type II diabetes, for instance, it has been shown that type II diabetics who are
overweight and even obese outlive their normal weight counterparts (Han & Boyko,
2018).

The obesity paradox has raised controversy among obesity researchers because it
calls into question the correlation between obesity and mortality and suggests that
obesity may actually be protective against death in some cases. In response, critics
have tried to debunk the obesity paradox as a myth.

Consider the work of Ades and Savage (2010). Three central problems arise in
this article. First, the authors make it clear that they are on a mission to debunk the
obesity paradox theory. In other words, they assume that being overweight or obese
is itself unhealthy (i.e., dogma 2), which is precisely the question up for discussion in
the obesity paradox debate. Rigorously evaluating a claim (e.g., the obesity paradox)

22 One of Flegal’s harshest critics,WalterWillett, was quoted saying this in response to research suggesting
that “it’s better to be overweight” (Raeburn, 2007). He said that about every 10 years this kind of research
makes a comeback and “we have to stomp it out” (Ibid.).

This is of course an extreme example of how resistant some researchers can be to evidence that challenges
the medical model. I am not at all suggesting that all, or even most, obesity researchers are this resistant.
However, it is interesting how “surprisingly effective” the “small number of vocal critics…[were] in raising
considerable doubt” about Flegal and her colleagues’ work (Flegal, 2021, p. 78).
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is not a problem, but their fear that obesity paradox research may discourage people
from trying to lose or maintain bodymass influenced the way they collect and interpret
data. Second, to defend their hypothesis that the obesity paradox would not exist if
studies had accounted for confounding variables, the authors rely on a study (McAuley
et al., 2010) whose sample group is far too homogeneous to generalize to the U.S.
population. And lastly, the authors say that had studies suggesting the existence of the
obesity paradox adjusted for other confounding factors (e.g., excessive alcohol use,
illicit drug use, or AIDS), the effect would have been “blunted,” though they fail to
consider how adjusting for other confounding variables (e.g., weight stigma or yo-yo
dieting) could provide more evidence for the existence of the obesity paradox.

In the introduction of their paper, Ades and Savage explain how the obesity paradox
“seems relatively easy to refute or explain given that weight loss and physical frailty
are often a final common pathway to mortality” (2010, p. 112), and they later explain
how they’ve beenmotivated towrite this piece because the theory of an obesity paradox
sends a “dangerous message” (113). This perspective is imbued with normative beliefs
about obesity and assumes the nonexistence of the very phenomenon that is up for
debate. To dismiss the existence of the obesity paradox, the authors say the effect is
“blunted” when adjusting for cardiorespiratory fitness.

Ades and Savage (2010) cite McAuley et al. (2010) to defend this point. However,
one of self-reported limitations of McAuley et al. (2010) is what has been called the
“veteran effect.” This means that the sample group, consisting entirely of veterans,
doesn’t adequately represent the population because these individuals (1) had to meet
particular height and weight requirements, (2) could not have or develop any health
complications (e.g., asthma, heart or vascular defects), (3) were required to maintain a
particular level of fitness throughout their enlistment, and (4) were all male (McAuley
et al., 2010). Additionally, the sample group consisted entirely of middle-aged men.

Using this kind of sample group undermines researchers’ ability to generalize the
results, which is precisely what Ades and Savage (2010) try to use this data for. If the
sample had included females, people of various sizes, levels of fitness, and age, and
people who have various background medical conditions (i.e., if the sample actually
represented the U.S. population), the estimated risk of obesity would be lower. Instead,
the estimated risk of obesity in this study is only an appropriate estimate for individuals
who have a similar history to male veterans. In their attempts to show that people in
larger bodies are unhealthier than their normal-weight counterparts, Ades and Savage
resort to using data that is not representative of the population without mentioning
how this affects the strength of their argument.

Additionally, despite the fact that McAuley et al. and’s (2010, p. 120) study shows
that “both high fitness and higher BMI independently reduced mortality risk,” Ades
and Savage (2010) argue that because the effect is less prominent once the data is
adjusted for cardiovascular fitness, this suggests that had the authors also adjusted
for chronic lung disease, excessive alcohol intake, illicit drug use, AIDS, or other
issues, “the obesity paradox may have further dissipated or disappeared” (114). In
other words, it is assumed that if people of normal weight have higher mortality rates,
then it must be because of some underlying and undefined medical condition (i.e.,
given dogmas 1 and 2).
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Even though it may be the case that these confounding factors reduce the mortality
rate of normal-weight people, there are confounding factors that could be adjusted to
reduce the mortality rate among people in larger bodies as well, but these types of
variables do not receive much attention. For example, epidemiological studies on the
mortality risk associated with overweight and obesity often fail to take into considera-
tion confounding factors such as family history of various illnesses, personal history of
abuse, or the presence of mental illnesses (Cortese et al., 2016; Gard &Wright, 2005;
Gay, 2017; Khazan, 2015; Lavie, 2014; Laymon, 2018). Evidence shows that weight
stigma—and stress generally (Tomiyama, 2014; Tomiyama & Mann, 2013)—as well
as lack of healthcare coverage (Lavie, 2014) are independent risk factors for various
negative health outcomes regardless of body size (Vadiveloo & Mattei, 2017). Addi-
tionally, multiple attempts to lose weight, or “yo-yo dieting,” may increase one’s risk
for cardiovascular disease, and impair one’s self-confidence and emotional well-being
(Brownell & Rodin, 1994; Brownell et al., 1986). In other words, whether and what
confounding variables are accounted for appears dependent on whether they support
the medical model or not. l.

The selective attention of obesity researchers to certain confounding factors and
the overly critical reactions to Flegal’s research illustrate how the social repercussions
of research that challenges the medical model has influenced obesity research design
in ways that support the medical model. Obesity researchers are worried that public
health will deteriorate if such research gets uptake and cause public confusion which
would thus undermine the confidence people have in science (Ades & Savage, 2010;
Flegal, 2021). It is assumed that if obesity ismore harmful thanwhat is conveyed in, for
example, research supporting the obesity paradox, the risk associated with this error
would outweigh the risks generated from overly stringent public health and medical
recommendations (Douglas, 2000). These kinds of risk assessments understand the
possible detrimental effects associated obesity to exceed those related toweight stigma,
weight-loss medications, dieting, etc. As a result, many believe evidence suggesting
that obesity may not be as unhealthy as we had once thought is irresponsible and
possibly even immoral given the dominant conception of obesity.

Obesity researchers are inattentive to how non-epistemic values influence how
they weigh certain epistemic values (e.g., consistency or simplicity) over others (e.g.,
accuracy or breadth) and how they even understand “accuracy.” This is particularly
concerning given how these non-epistemic values make way for research designs
that further entrench the assumptions of the medical model. This approach to obesity
research impedes epistemic efforts to better understand the nature of obesity and is
not democratically informed by the values of stakeholders. In what follows, I provide
a potential strategy for breaking out of this cycle of self-vindication generated by the
medical model.

5 An alternative approach toward democratically endorsed aims

I’m not actually particularly that interested in [health] and God I hate sci-
ence…but I recognized very early on that if [fat activists] are ever to succeed,
we have to get a foothold in the medical world and make them understand. And
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that’s what I’ve tried to do because, when it comes down to it, the last argument
is, ‘oh but it’s so unhealthy for you…’ People get to discriminate against us
because they’re just trying to help us with our health.

– Lynn McAfee23

I have argued that the medical model was illegitimately established and maintained
in ways that conflict with the aims of obesity research. By relying on illegiti-
mately established medical model dogmas to justify methodological choices, obesity
researchers are impeding their epistemic endeavors to generate accurate beliefs about
the biological processes happening in the body, specifically as it relates to the accu-
mulation of adipose tissue. Additionally, given other evidence—for example, about
how difficult it is for people to intentionally lose weight and the harms of weight
stigma—these methodological choices are also not helping researchers achieve their
social aim of improving health. The problem is not that obesity research relies on
values; the problem is that it sometimes relies on the wrong kinds of values—values
that are mistakenly said to be in the interest of health.

Given the social aim of improving health, obesity researchers working to achieve
their epistemic aims to understand the complexities of fatness ought to incorporate
social, ethical, and political values that better promote this democratically endorsed
social aim (Intemann, 2015). To do so, they need to take into account and weigh
more heavily the epistemic and non-epistemic values of stakeholders and restrict the
influences of weight-loss and pharmaceutical industries. Given the great economic
and political power of the weight-loss and pharmaceutical industries, their interests
should count less than the interests of those who are less well off (Brown, 2020).
The resulting research would explicitly acknowledge its value judgments about which
types of models, methodological approaches, conceptual frameworks, or strategies for
dealing with uncertainties that best promote stakeholders’ interests.

An adverse outcome of obesity research and policy today is that it has lost the
trust of many people—for example, fat justice scholars as well as various kinds of
healthcare providers, researchers, therapists, and dietitianswho support aweight inclu-
sive and intuitive eating approach to health, but most importantly, key stakeholders.
The distrust has transpired because researchers have failed to promote democratically
endorsed aims by failing to acknowledge or take seriously dissenting voices, which
predominantly come from fat activists. Given the political stance that fat activists take,
and their disapproval of the way medicine has pathologized their political identity and
has been used to justify their oppression, many fat activists want nothing to do with
obesity research.

The best way to promote stakeholders’ values and foster a more trusting rela-
tionship is through participatory research (PR) (Vaughn & Jacquez, 2020). There
are many different types of PR approaches that can be pursued depending on the
research topic. Obesity research could benefit from utilizing various PR approaches
such as community-based participatory research (Leung et al., 2004), popular epidemi-
ology (Brown, 1992), participatory health research (ICPHR, 2013), and emancipatory
research (Zarb, 1992). The main takeaway from these approaches is that for research

23 See Shanewood (1999).
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to achieve its social aims, open dialogue and collaboration between researchers and
stakeholders is needed throughout the research process.

Though collaboration exists throughout the research process, there are still ques-
tions of to what degree and how stakeholders will be involved. The answer to these
questions depends on the PR approach that is chosen. The role of stakeholders
in PR methodologies can range anywhere from simply providing qualitative data
to researchers about their lived experiences to controlling the research project.24

Stakeholders can be involved in identifying research questions, collecting data, data
analyses, and the application of the findings. Involving stakeholders in these pro-
cesses has shown to be helpful for researchers by, for example, identifying faulty data
collection methods and identifying different ways of interpreting the data (e.g., see
Brown, 1992; Leung et al., 2004). Certain PR approaches like, for example, popular
epidemiology may be considered too demanding of researchers, but it raises important
questions about the kinds of values epidemiologists should prioritize.

Much epidemiology research on obesity has sought to answer research questions
with generalizable findings; however, because the data is often not diverse enough
(and in many cases, purposely so), it cannot be generalizable in socially significant
or pragmatic ways. Moreover, much obesity research fails to account for social deter-
minants of health and their effect on weight (Javed et al. 2022) because disease can
be more easily attributed to individual lifestyles devoid of social context. However,
even social epidemiological research, which is specifically designed to understand the
social production of health and illness, has failed translate the research into action
because it is inaccessible and irrelevant to the communities being studied (Leung
et al., 2004; Petteway et al., 2019; Smylie et al., 2012). In response to this shortcom-
ing, some researchers have opted for what is called popular epidemiology (also called
A People’s Social Epidemiology—see Petteway et al., 2019). Popular epidemiology
is distinct from other kinds of epidemiology in that it is returning to “the roots of
epidemiological inquiry by recognizing social factors as part of the disease causal
chain through a participatory process” (Leung et al., 2004, 502, emphasis added). It
is believed that epidemiology is losing sight of its value to promote public health, and
the best way to do this is to learn from, empower, and build relationships with the
participants.

Biomedical research participants value research that can improve their personal
well-being, which is not (or should not be) at odds with the values of epidemiologists.
Researchers using participants to gain generalizable information on how, for example,
obesity can be treated is not in itself very helpful for the participants. Popular epi-
demiologists are less interested in generalizable information and more interested in
generating knowledge that is most beneficial to the participants they are researching.
Of course, for the information to be most beneficial for the participants, researchers
must explore research questions that are at least in part determined by the participants
themselves. Accessible and useful data also must be disseminated into the community

24 French and Swain (1997), for instance, understand the aim of participatory research to be exploring and
disseminating the views, feelings and experiences of research participants and ensuring that researchers are
“accountable to” the participants (27). In contrast, emancipatory research aims “to change social relations
of research production” in such a way that participants are in control of decision-making processes that
shape their lives (28).
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to ensure that timely and relevant social action can take place and that researchers do
not disproportionately benefit from the products of the research. The potential ben-
efits of involving stakeholders, however, will be curbed if the values, interests, and
perspectives of certain members of a group are ignored.

Thus, a more fundamental question regarding the implementation of PR method-
ologies in obesity research is, whichmembers of the stakeholder community should be
involved? If certain members of the stakeholder community are excluded, the research
may still run the risk of impeding democratically endorsed aims. Consider, for exam-
ple, some recent attempts to incorporate “patients living with obesity” in research
and dissemination (e.g., the European Coalition of People Living With Obesity).25

While this is certainly a step in the right direction—because the voices of stakeholders
are potentially having some impact on obesity research—the problem is that these
groups do not represent a diverse set of experiences and perspectives on what it is
like to live in a larger body. Instead, they consist of bariatric patients who appear to
endorse the medical model given that their primary job is to educate people who live
with and are affected by obesity and their campaigns are often heavily sponsored by
weight-loss and pharmaceutical companies (ECPO, n.d.).26 It is not enough to include
people in larger bodies who have similar interests and values. For a scientific com-
munity to reap the epistemic benefits that come from participatory and emancipatory
research, the community must engage in critical reflection and scrutiny to ensure that
the research methods and background assumptions are justified and promote demo-
cratically endorsed aims. The experience and perspectives of fat activists give them
the ability to notice and challenge presumptions, consider a larger range of hypotheses
and explanations, and consider new areas of inquiry (Wylie, 2003; see also Douglas,
2005 and Intemann, 2015).

In addition to incorporating stakeholders, obesity research could also be improved
by taking a more interdisciplinary approach. For instance, the inclusion of critical
humanists in research teams could help shift the kinds of questions asked, the concepts
used, and the interpretations of data made (Reardon et al., 2023). These research
teams could consist of fat justice scholars and bioethicists who have already published
work on the harms of weight stigma and current public health approaches to obesity
(e.g., see contributors in Pausé & Taylor, 2021). In fact, many fat justice scholars are
themselves stakeholders in obesity research, and in such cases, stakeholders who want
to be members of the research team should be unquestionably accepted as such. Even
when fat justice scholars are not stakeholders, they would more reliably be looking
out for the interests of the stakeholders. Like feminist scholars who have pushed back
against mainstream research models, studies, and findings designed by and based on
men, “fat studies scholars [have] shown that the experiences of fat individuals do not
mirror what studies in dominant obesity paradigms suggest they should be” (Brown,
2016).

Though most people generally accept that weight discrimination and fat-shaming
are wrong, the idea that people in larger bodies can live enjoyable and fulfilling lives

25 See https://eurobesity.org; I thank an anonymous reviewer for mentioning this example and encouraging
me to elaborate on it.
26 See https://eurobesity.org/about/partners/.
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directly challenges the bias in favor of the medical model.27 The inclusion of fat
activists in research may sound like something that could jeopardize the integrity of
science, but they are simply stakeholders that, unlike many bariatric patients, have
pride in their fat embodiment.28 Utilizing PR methodologies would help incorporate
marginalized voices which in turn, is likely to produce a more “vigorous and epistem-
ically effective critical discourse” (Longino, 2002, p. 131). If the inclusion of such
perspectives is achieved, a scientific community that reaches a consensus does so not
as a result of economic or political power nor through the exclusion of other perspec-
tives but rather, as “a result of critical dialogue in which all relevant perspectives are
represented” and exposed to the broadest range of criticism (Ibid.). While there is
more work to be done in ironing out details as to how to involve fat activists in obesity
research, and in ways that preserve the epistemic integrity of scientific research, this
helps to reduce the influence of the medical model. I do not believe that stakeholders’
involvement in research and the promotion of interdisciplinary research will alone
dismantle the medical model, but it plays an important role in challenging the self-
proclaimed aims of obesity researchers. Truly embracing democratically endorsed
aims will allow obesity researchers to discover a wider range of research questions,
evidence, and possibilities.

6 Concluding thoughts

This past February, the American Association of Pediatrics released its first compre-
hensive guidelines for evaluating and treating children and adolescents with obesity
(Hampl et al., 2023). These guidelines advise doctors to consider referring children as
young as two years old to “intensive health behavior and lifestyle treatment” programs
if they are “overweight” or “obese” (Ibid., 5, 55). For “obese” children ages 12 and
up, doctors are encouraged to prescribe weight-loss medications and to offer those
over age 13 with “severe obesity” a referral to a bariatric surgery center. This highly
interventionist approach to “childhood obesity” overlooks the ways that weight-based
stigmatization, bullying, and discrimination affect the well-being of children (Mehl,
2023). Recommending that doctors follow these guidelines is particularly troubling
given the considerable evidence suggesting that doctors are the most common source
of weight stigma, a fact shown to have detrimental effects on patients’ health (e.g., see
Puhl & Heuer, 2009). Additionally, these recommendations ignore the considerable
evidence showing that healthcare interventions are often counterproductive: stigma
counteracts a health care provider’s attempt to improve health and promotes weight

27 In other words, obesity researchers have taken for granted something that fat activists think is far from
obvious (Koskinen, forthcoming). This is very similar to theways disability activists have directly challenged
the dominant personal tragedy model of disability and impairment by expressing pride in their embodiment
(Swain & French, 2000).
28 Some may think incorporating fat activists is problematic because it has been wrongly argued that fat
activists are encouraging unhealthy lifestyles and glorifying obesity (Dionne, 2019). This is not the message
of the fat activist movement. Other pride movements have not been about encouraging people to be adopt
their lifestyles. For example, the purpose of the LGBTQI + movement is not to encourage people to be
gay. Rather, the purpose of pride movements is to celebrate a marginalized identity in the face of societal
stigma.
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gain (Tomiyama et al., 2018), intentional long-term weight loss is rare (Puhl & Heuer,
2010), weight stigma is positively correlated with eating disorder symptoms (Puhl,
2011), and yo-yo dieting may increase one’s risk for cardiovascular disease (Brownell
&Rodin, 1994).Given these complexities,why is the approach to improving children’s
health focused on recommending diets, weight-loss medication, and surgery?

If health is really the goal, we need to reevaluate the values that have influenced
obesity research and public health recommendations. Why is there so much backlash
for alternative understandings of adipose tissue and its effects on the bodywhen clearly
our current approaches to combat the “obesity epidemic” have not reduced the preva-
lence of larger bodies? If these alternative understandings or approaches to “obesity”
will improve people’s health by, for example, reducing the prevalence of stigmatization
and discrimination, then we owe it to the stakeholders—and especially, children—to
pursue other research questions, evaluate data differently, and use different models.
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